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The Fuzzy Ka¨hler Coset Space with
the Darboux Coordinates







The Fedosov deformation quantization of the symplectic manifold is determined
by a 1-form dierential r. We identify a class of r for which the ? product becomes
the Moyal product by taking appropriate Darboux coordinates, but invariant by
canonically transforming the coordinates. This respect of the ? product is explained
by studying the fuzzy algebrae of the Ka¨hler coset space.
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The discovery of non-commutative quantum eld theories in the M theory and the
string theory[1] revived an old idea of non-commutativity of the spacetime in physics,
and gave rise to the intensive current activity among the eld theorists.( See for instance
[2] for the recent review and references therein.) Their consideration was mainly focused
on non-commutativity in the flat spacetime. No doubt the nal goal is to study non-
commutative quantum eld theory in a curved spacetime. One of the approaches towards
to this direction[3, 4] is the deformation quantization of the symplectic manifold by the
Fedosov formalism[4].
The Fedosov deformation quantization is determined by the 1-form dierential r, which
is dened as a solution to eq. (8). It depends on many things, i.e., local coordinates of the
symplectic manifold, a symplectic connection Γ, a local frame  and an initial condition ,
as can be seen from eq. (9). But any solution r denes a non-commutative ? product which
satises the associativity. It is suspected that for a class of the 1-form dierential r the ?
product would become simple and have invariance by some coordinate transformations.
In this letter we discuss the issue in the Darboux coordinates. We identify the class of
r (see eq. (17) for which the ? product reduces to the Moyal product by retaking an
appropriate set of the Darboux coordinates. It then follows that the Moyal product thus
obtained is invariant by any canonical transformation of the Darboux coordinates.
As an application we study the fuzzy algebrae for the Ka¨hler coset space G=H in the
Darboux coordinates. In ref. [5] it was shown that the Killing potentials satisfy in the
holomorphic coordinates the fuzzy algebrae






MA(z; z) ? MA(z; z) = R + c2h
2 + c4h
4 +    ; (2)
when the coset space is irreducible. The coecients c1; c2; c3;    are numerical constants.
In this letter we nd these coecients as ci = 0 for i  3, working in a particular set
of the Darboux coordinates. The invariance of the Moyal product, stated above, implies
that this simple form of the fuzzy algebrae remains to be the same in whichever set of the
Darboux coordinates we work.
We start with reviewing on the Fedosov construction in the generalized form[4, 8]. Con-
sider a real 2N -dimensional symplectic manifoldM with local coordinates (x1; x2;    ; x2N).





i ^ dxj :
We introduce a local frame of T M given by an isomorphism
dxi −! i(x) :
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i ^ dj: (3)
We think of deforming a q-form dierential a(x) as formal power series:






i1yi2    yipj1j2    jq ; (4)
where aj1j2jq(x) = a(x), and (y
1; y2;    ; y2N) are deformation coordinates. For such
deformed dierentials the  product is dened by






)n!i1j1!i2j2   !injn@yi1@yi2   @yina@yj1@yj2   @yjnb: (5)
The ? product is induced from the  product as
a(x) ? b(x) = a(x; y)  b(x; y)jy=0 : (6)
We also dene the covariant derivative @ and the form-changing operators  and −1:












where Γ is the symplectic connection of the manifold M and apq is the part of degree p
in y and order q in  of (4).
The deformation (4) is determined so as to obey the constraint
Da  @a − a + i
h
[r; a] = 0 ; (7)
in which r is a 1-form satisfying
r = @(!ijy
ij) +R+ @r + i
h
r  r : (8)
Eq. (8) is a sucient condition to guarantee D2a = 0. It has a unique solution obeying
−1r = . It can be shown by iterating the equation in the form
r =  + −1[ @(!ijyij) +R+ @r + i
h
r  r ] : (9)
Once a solution for r given, the deformation (4) is explicitly found by solving the constraint
(7). The solution is unique in the case where a(x; y) is a 0-form dierential.
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According to the Darboux theorem there exist local coordinates in the neighborhood
of any point x 2M, called the Darboux coordinates, such that
! = dp1 ^ dq1 +      + dpN ^ dqN : (10)
In the rst place we study deformation quantization by simply choosing the local frame
as given by
(1; 2;    ; 2N) = (dp1;    ; dpN ; dq1;    ; dqN) ; (11)
with which Ω0 = !. In the Darboux coordinates one can take the symplectic connection
Γ to vanish so that R = 0. Then eq. (9) has the trivial solution r = 0 by choosing  = 0.
Solving the constraint (9) with r = 0 we nd the unique deformation
a(p; q) −! a(p; q; ; ) = a(p + ; q + ) ; (12)
for a 0-form dierential. Here N -tuples of  and  are deformation coordinates in the
local frame (11). Then the ? product (6) reduces to the ordinary Moyal product. The
Darboux coordinates are not unique. We may have
! = dp01 ^ dq01 +      + dp0N ^ dq0N ;
by a canonical transformation
(p; q) −! (p0(p; q); q0(p; q)) : (13)
It is evident that the above arguments hold in any of these coordinates.
Next we study the deformation quantization in the local frame where









Here f ; g; h
 and j are local functions of the Darboux coordinates p and q. We
assume the isomorphism to be symplectic, i.e.,
f j
γ
 − ghγ = γ;
f h
γ − fγ h = jgγ − jγ g = 0: (15)
Then Ω0 is equal to ! again. But the local frame (14) cannot be related to (11) by a
canonical transformation since d 6= 0 and d 6= 0 generically. One may wonder if
taking this local frame would yield us a dierent deformation quantization. To examine
this we rst of all solve (9) which now reads
r =  + −1[ d( − ) + dr + i
h
r  r ] ; (16)
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by Γ = 0 and R = 0. This time we have
d(
 − ) 6= 0 :
For any choice of  (16) can be solved by iteration. However we expect that by a clever
choice the solution is given by





r  r = 0 : (17)
This indeed happens when we choose  as
 = Aγ γ
 + Bγ 
































 − fγ ~@g) ;

















f(hγdjγ − jγ dh)γ + (f djγ − gγdh)γ + (gγdf − fγ dg)γg: (19)
Using this solution for r we solve (7) to get the deformation in the form
a(p; q) −! a(p; q; ; ) = a(P (p; ); Q(q; )) :
After calculations we nd the solution for P and Q in the simple forms
P(p; ; ) = p + j

 − g ; Q(q; ; ) = q − h + f  : (20)
It is interesting to compare this deformation with (12), the one obtained in the local frame
(11). We observe that the deformation coordinates are transformed by
 −! j − g ;  −! −h + f  ; (21)
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which is a symplectic transformation due to (15). Therefore the  product (5) in the local
frame (14) reduces to the one dened in the original frame (11). So does the ? product.
When d = 0, these local frames are related with each other by a canonical transformation
of the Darboux coordinates such as (13). In other words, when d = 0, for the class of r
given by (19) the ? product becomes the Moyal product and invariant by any canonical
transformation of the Darboux coordinates.
We shall give a concrete example for the Darboux coordinates in the case where
M is the Ka¨hler manifold. The Ka¨hler manifold has local complex coordinates z =
(z1; z2;    ; zN) and their complex conjugates. The symplectic 2-form reduces to the
Ka¨hler 2-form given by
! = igdz
 ^ dz = i @
2K
@z@z
dz ^ dz :
It can be put in the form





; q = z : (23)
Hence they are the Darboux coordinates.
It is interesting to study the fuzzy Ka¨hler coset space G=H in these Darboux coordi-
nates, and examine the fuzzy algebrae of the Killing potentials. To this end we have to
remind of the method for constructing the Ka¨hler coset space G=H[9]. We consider the





i + sY; [X; X] = 0;
[X; H
i] = (Γi)X; [X; Y ] = X; c:c:; (24)
with some constants t and s depending on the representation of G. Here X and X

are
coset generators. In the method of ref. [9] the local coordinates of G=H are denoted by
z and z
, where upper or lower indices stand for complex conjugation. Therefore raising





]] = ft(Γi)(Γi)γ + sγ)gX  MγX: (25)
The quantity Mγ plays a key role in the method and has a remarkable property. It is




  Mγn−1n−1n−1n−2Mγnnnn−1 (26)
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is completely symmetric in the indices (γ1;    ; γn; n), whenever it is completely sym-
metrized in the indices (0; 1;    ; n), and vice versa. The Killing vectors RA (RA) of
the coset apace G=H are non-linear realizations of the Lie-algebra (24) on z (z
):
RA  −i[T A; z]; c:c:; (27)








i)z; R = iz:
The Ka¨hler potential takes the form
K(z; z) = z
1
Q
log(1 + Q)z; (28)






By expanding the logarithm in (28) in powers of Q it can be shown that





Q2 −      )z







zzγ    : (29)
The last line follows upon using the symmetry property of (26).
We take a particular normalization of the Lie-algebra (24) such that t = s = −1. We










M i = KΓiz = zΓiK; M = Kz − 1 = zK − 1 :
In the third equation use was made of the formula zΓiQnz = zQnΓiz: They indeed trans-
form according to (24) under the Lie-variation. It suces to show the transformations
LRγK = 0; LRγK = i[(Γi)γM i + γ M ] : (31)
Other transformations trivially follow from these. The Lie-variations in (31) can be writ-
ten with the commutator dened by (27):
LRγK = −i[Xγ ; K]; LRγK = −i[Xγ ; K] : (32)
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K = z − [X; z ]z + 1
2!
[X; [X; zγ]]z



























with recourse to the symmetry property of the multiple product (26). Calculating the








)2z + KΓiz  zΓiK + Kz  zK − 2Kz + 1 = 1:
By using (33) we nd that the Darboux coordinates are given by
p = iK ; q
 = z ;
according to (23) and (33). In terms of the Darboux coordinates the Killing potentials in
(30) take the forms
K

= q − i
2
Mγ q
γqp ; K = −ip ;
M i = −iqΓip ; M = −iqp− 1 ;
where use is made of (34). In the Darboux coordinates we may choose the ordinary
Moyal product as the ? product, as has been discussed. Little calculation shows that
these Killing potentials MA(p; q) satisfy the fuzzy algebrae
[MA(p; q); MB(p; q)]? = −ihfABCMC(p; q); (35)
MA(p; q) ? MA(p; q) = 1− h
2
2
(trΓiΓi + N) ; (36)
which are much simpler than (1) and (2). This calculation may be done in any other set
of the Darboux coordinates, say p0 and q0. The transformation of the coordinates induces
the symplectic isomorphism of the local frame as given by (14) and (15). According to
the arguments which followed in that paragraph, the quantum deformations of MA(p0; q0)
and MA(p; q) in the respective local frames (dp0; dq0) and (dp; dq) can be related by the
symplectic transformation (21). Therefore the simple form of the fuzzy algebrae (35) and
(36) are invariant by the transformation (13).
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Finally we apply the whole arguments in this letter for CP N(= U(N+1)=U(N)⊗U(1)).
The generators of U(N + 1) are decomposed as T A = fX; X; H ; Y g. They satisfy the
Lie-algebra (24) with (H)

γ = −γ and t = s = −1. The quantity Mγ , dened by
(25), takes the form
Mγ = −γ − γ :














; M = − 1
1 + zz
; (37)




; q = z;
with which the Killing potentials (37) are expressed as
K = −ip; K = q(1 + iqp);
M = −ipq; M = −iqp− 1 :










; (no sum over ) ;




dp0 ^ dq0 =
N∑
=1
dp ^ dq :
Both Darboux coordinates are related by a canonical transformation such that

















1− P 0 e
−iq0 ;




. The Killing potentials may be rewritten as
K =
√














i(q0−q0); M = −(1− P 0) ; (39)
with no sum over  and . We study the fuzzy algebrae of the Killing potentials (39) with
the Moyal product in the coordinates p0 andq0. Obviously the canonical transformation
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(38) induces a symplectic isomorphism between (dp; dq) and (dp0; dq0) as given by (14).
Therefore the Killing potentials satisfy the fuzzy algebrae (35) and (36) in the coordinates
p0 and q0 as well. We have also checked this by a direct calculation with (39).




dp0 ; 2 = rdq0 ; (40)
where r =
p
zz. The transformation is symplectic so that the fuzzy algebrae (35) and
(36) still remain to be the same even in the local frame (40). In ref. [11] the deformation
quantization of CP 1 was discussed in this local frame and the same fuzzy algebrae were
obtained. However note that (40) does not induce a canonical transformation of the
Darboux coordinates (p0; q0) at all, because d2 6= 0.
In this letter we have identied the class of the 1-form dierential r for which the ?
product naturally reduces to the ordinary Moyal product by taking appropriate Darboux
coordinates (p; q). It was shown that the Moyal product thus obtained is invariant in
whichever local frame  we work, as long as the isomorphism (dp; dq) !  is symplectic.
When d = 0, the isomorphism is nothing but a canonical transformation of the Darboux
coordinates (p; q). Owing to this invariance of the Moyal product we were able to show
that for the irreducible Ka¨hler coset space G=H the Killing potentials satisfy the fuzzy
algebrae (35) and (36) in any set of Darboux coordinates. It is desirable to generalize the
arguments for the reducible case[12].
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